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Abstract

In everyday sound environments, we recognize sound sources and events by attending to relevant aspects of an acoustic input. Evidence about the cortical mechanisms involved in extracting relevant category information from natural sounds is, however, limited to speech. Here, we used functional MRI to measure cortical response patterns while human listeners categorized real-world sounds created by objects of different solid materials (glass, metal, wood) manipulated by different sound-producing actions (striking, rattling, dropping). In different sessions, subjects had to identify either material or action categories in the same sound stimuli. The sound-producing action and the material of the sound source could be decoded from multivoxel activity patterns in auditory cortex, including Heschl’s gyrus and planum temporale. Importantly, decoding success depended on task relevance and category discriminability. Action categories were more accurately decoded in auditory cortex when subjects identified action information. Conversely, the material of the same sound sources was decoded with higher accuracy in the inferior frontal cortex during material identification. Representational similarity analyses indicated that both early and higher-order auditory cortex selectively enhanced spectrotemporal features relevant to the target category. Together, the results indicate a cortical selection mechanism that favors task-relevant information in the processing of nonvocal sound categories.
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Introduction

It is commonly accepted that the primate auditory cortex is organized in a hierarchical manner, but the neural processes involved in transforming lower-level acoustic input into “auditory objects” are still debated (Griffiths and Warren 2004; Bizley and Cohen 2013). A key question is understanding how the brain integrates acoustically different sounds into invariant categories. Functional brain mapping studies have shown that responses to
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sound stimuli were presented in both sessions via MR-compatible electrodynamic headphones (MR Confon, Magdeburg, Germany) attenuating the background scanner noise. Before the experiment, sound levels were adjusted for each subject with the background scanner noise until the subject reported hearing the sounds clearly. Each presentation trial of 14 s duration began with a 6 s resting baseline followed by the 6 s auditory stimuli and a 2 s response period where subjects indicated which of the 3 categories they had heard via a button press (Fig. 1B). Before each session, subjects performed a short practice session outside the scanner. Subjects were not informed of the alternative category task (mate-

**fMRI Protocol and Image Preprocessing**

Brain images were acquired on a 3T Trio Scanner (Siemens, Erlangen). In each of the 2 sessions, 462 volumes of T2*-weighted functional echo planar images (EPI) were acquired (TR = 2490 ms, TE = 30 ms, 3 × 3 × 3 mm³ resolution). Each volume consisted of 42 slices, covering the entire brain except for the lower part of the cerebellum. A high-resolution anatomical image was acquired at the beginning of the scanning session using a Magnetization Prepared Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echo (MPRAGE) sequence (TR = 1540 ms, TE = 3.93 ms, 1 × 1 × 1 mm³ resolution). The functional images were spatially aligned and corrected for linear trend. For the univariate GLM analysis, images were normalized to MNI space and spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm at full-width half-maximum (FWHM). For the multivoxel pattern analysis, we used spatially aligned but unsmoothed images in native space without further preprocessing. Image preprocessing and GLM analysis was performed using SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, University College London, London, UK).

**Analysis of Behavioral Data**

The accuracy of categorization responses collected during fMRI-scanning was analyzed using a repeated-measures 2 × 3 × 3 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with within-subject factors: task (material/action), material category of the sound stimulus (glass, metal, wood), and action category of the sound stimulus (strike, drop, rattle). The same 3-way ANOVA model was used to test for differences in reaction time. Post hoc paired t-tests with Bonferroni-correction were used to test for differences between individual category combinations. Statistical effects were considered significant at P < 0.05. To further quantify perceptual discriminability between categories, we transformed the categorization confusions between all combinations of categories to d′-prime indices of discriminability, defined as $d' = z$ (hit rate) − $z$(false alarm rate), where $z$ is the inverse of the cumulative normal distribution.

**Univariate fMRI Analysis**

For each subject, we fitted a general linear model (GLM) with the onset presentation of each of the 9 category combinations in each session as regressors. The model also included a stick function regressor to capture variance associated with the button-press response. Each regressor was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. Movement parameters estimated from the head motion correction were entered as regressors of no interest. We calculated the contrast of each of the 9 presented category combinations (3 material × 3 actions) against baseline within each session at the first level. At the group level, we again defined a 3-factorial (2 × 3 × 3) ANOVA model with tasks (material/action task), material category of the sound stimulus (glass/metal/wood), and action category of the sound stimulus (strike/drop/rattle) as within-subject factors. Using t-tests, we computed the contrast between the 2 tasks to examine global effects of the type of categorization in terms of regional BOLD activity. To locate regional effects of stimulus exemplars, we computed the contrast between each possible combination of the materials while ignoring the actions, and vice versa (e.g., [glass-strike + glass-drop + glass-rattle] > [metal-strike + metal-drop + metal-rattle + wood-strike + wood-drop + wood-rattle]/2). We then assessed the conjunction between the responses to these different category combinations and also examined...
potential interaction effects between tasks and categories. Statistical effects were considered significant at $P < 0.05$ with FWE correction for multiple comparisons at the peak level as implemented in SPM8.

**Searchlight Multivoxel Pattern Analysis**

We applied a pattern classification approach to identify potential category-sensitive regions in which distributed BOLD responses discriminated between the different sound categories. We used linear kernel support vector machines (SVM) (Vapnik 1995) with default soft margin parameter $c = 1$ (using the LIBSVM package, www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm). Classification was based on single-trial responses to the sounds. For each trial, we used the mean of the 2 unsmoothed EPI volumes recorded from 5 s after the onset of the sound stimuli to account for the hemodynamic delay. This corresponded to BOLD activity patterns sampled in the period 5–11 s after the onset of the 6-s stimulus. All classifications were carried out in native space to respect individual anatomical variation. We performed the SVM classification to discriminate a given stimulus category presented both during the task-relevant sessions (i.e., classification of the different material categories presented when subjects identified the material, and classification of action categories during action discrimination) as well as the same stimulus categories presented during the task-irrelevant sessions (SVM classification of the material of sound source presented during the action task, and vice versa). For both sessions, we trained separate classifiers to discriminate between each of the 3 pairwise combinations of the action categories (strike vs. rattle, rattle vs. drop, strike vs. drop) and the 3 material categories (glass vs. metal, metal vs. wood, glass vs. wood). We chose to examine pairwise classification rather than discriminating 1 category versus the remaining in order to balance the number of category exemplars to be discriminated. For each of the 3 category combinations, we trained SVM models while leaving out 1 of the 3 categories of the alternative dimension and then tested on the data left out. For instance, a model was trained to discriminate wood versus metal on the drop and strike sounds and then wood versus metal was tested on the rattle sounds. We did this for each of the 3 categories to be held out and then averaged the results of the 3 splits. This classification procedure was used to ensure generalizability of decodable category information, that is, that classifier performance for one category dimension would not be influenced by the presence of the other type of category information. The different pattern classifications were performed inside a local searchlight volume (Kriegeskorte et al. 2006) consisting of a $5 \times 5 \times 5$ voxel cube surrounding each voxel in the brain. We used the univariate GLM to identify voxels in motor, premotor and supplementary motor cortex responding with regional BOLD change to the button press and excluded these voxels from the analysis. Thus, potential processing of action or material categories in these regions was not examined.

The searchlight classification procedure thus resulted in a total of 12 whole-brain discrimination accuracy maps for each participant (2 tasks × 2 sound category dimensions × 3 category combinations). To assess the statistical significance of the SVM classification accuracies at the group level, we implemented a fixed effects analysis based on permutation testing (following Stelzer et al. 2013). First, we performed the searchlight classification in each subject as described above using 100 random permutations of the category labels to create 100 “chance” maps for each category combination. Importantly, the same 100 permutations were used for each searchlight position across the brain so as to preserve spatial correlations and random dependencies between category labels in the chance map (Stelzer et al. 2013). At the group level, we randomly selected one of the 100 chance maps from each subject and averaged these across subjects in MNI space. This bootstrap procedure was repeated $10^5$ times to form $10^5$ permuted group maps constituting the empirical chance distribution of accuracies at the group level. Voxel-wise $P$-values for the statistical significance of the true accuracies were computed from this distribution as $(b \div 1)/(m + 1)$, where $b$ is the number of random permutations in which the random statistic is greater or equal to the accuracy observed with the correct category labels and $m$ is the total number of permutations (Hippson and Smyth 2010). We implemented a family-wise error (FWE) correction procedure (unlike the FDR correction procedure in Stelzer et al. 2013) to account for the multiple testing problem at the cluster level. We identified clusters in both the true and chance accuracy maps thresholded at $P = 10^{-3}$ and recorded the maximum cluster size in each of the $10^5$ chance maps to form a histogram of maximal cluster sizes in the randomly permuted maps (Nichols and Holmes 2002). In the true maps, clusters with sizes exceeding $P < 0.05$ of the permutation distribution were considered statistically significant. We conducted a similar group-level permutation test to assess whether classification accuracies of the same stimulus category combinations were different between the 2 tasks. We randomly permuted the task labels of the accuracies using $10^5$ permutations fixed across the brain to form the chance distribution for the null hypothesis of no difference in classification accuracy between the material and action tasks. We computed $P$-values for the true difference in classification accuracy both from the upper and lower tail of the null distribution to investigate both significantly higher or lower differences in decoding accuracy between the 2 tasks. This enabled us to identify cortical regions that selectively contributed to within-category discrimination for task-relevant as opposed to task-irrelevant category tasks.

**Regions of Interest**

Apart from the searchlight analysis, multivoxel analyses were performed in 3 anatomically defined regions of interest (ROI) in both hemispheres: Heschl’s Gyrus (HG), Planum Temporale (PT), and Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG). ROIs were drawn on the high-resolution structural images of each individual subject. For HG, we included both partial and complete duplications of the gyrus if present (Da Costa et al. 2011). The PT was defined as the triangular region extending posteriorly from the transverse sulcus posterior to HG on the supratemporal plane to the posterior-most extent of the Sylvian fissure (Shopleske et al. 1999). The ROI in the IFG comprised pars opercularis, pars triangularis and pars orbitalis of the frontal operculum in both hemispheres. The mean size of each ROI was: left-HG = 93 voxels; right-HG = 103 voxels; left-PT = 266 voxels; right-PT = 242; left-IFG = 823 voxels; right-IFG = 820 voxels.

**Relating MVPA Decoding to Behavioral Performance**

For each ROI, we computed the multivoxel pattern classification as described above but based on all voxels contained in an ROI. For each subject and each ROI, we then correlated the pattern classification accuracies for each category combination
with the $d'$ measures of perceptual discriminability of the same category combinations.

**Representational Similarity Analysis**

We used RSA (Kriegeskorte et al. 2008) to relate acoustic features and category structure of the stimuli to multivoxel patterns of BOLD activity in the ROIs. We first computed neural representational dissimilarity matrices (RDMs) from the fMRI data as the pairwise dissimilarity (1 minus the Pearson correlation) between the average multivoxel response pattern to each of the 9 stimulus types by all voxels in a ROI. For each subject, neural RDMs evoked by the same stimuli were computed for both behavioral tasks. Two types of stimulus RDMs were formed to investigate the representation of spectral and temporal stimulus features extracted from the auditory model described above. Spectral RDMs were formed by computing the pairwise dissimilarity between the time-averaged spectra of each sound stimulus at the output of the cochlear filters. Temporal features were quantified in terms of the envelope modulation power spectrum, representing the amount of low-frequency envelope fluctuations created by the different sound-producing actions. For comparison, we also considered the 2 category RDMs that describe which action or material category each stimulus belongs to. For the action category RDM, the dissimilarity between 2 stimuli equals 0 if the stimuli are performed by the same action and 1 otherwise. Similarly, the material category RDM equals 0 for sound stimuli representing the same sound source material and 1 otherwise.

Finally, for each subject and each ROI, we computed Kendall’s $\tau$ rank correlation coefficient between the lower triangular of the neural RDMs and 2 acoustic feature RDMs as well as between the neural RDMs and 2 category RDMs. The rank correlation was computed excluding the diagonal of the RDMs (which equals 0). Since we expect the acoustic feature RDMs to be correlated with the category RDMs, we also computed the partial Kendall’s correlation coefficients for comparison. The partial correlation quantifies the degree of association between neural RDMs and acoustic features with the effect of category features removed, as well as the correlation between the neural and category RDMs with the correlation with acoustic features removed. The correlation values for each subject and each ROI were transformed using the variance-stabilizing Fisher Z-transform. At the group level, we used t-tests to assess whether the correlations between RDMs were significantly different from zero across subjects. To assess the potential influence of the task-relevance on the acoustic features, the correlations for each ROI were analyzed using a repeated-measures ANOVA with factors: task (material/action) and acoustic feature (spectral/temporal) or task (material/action) and dimension of the category RDMs (material/action).

**Results**

**Task Performance**

During the fMRI experiment, participants performed both the action and the material categorization tasks with high accuracy (Fig. 2). Categorization performance during the fMRI experiment was highly similar to performance with same sounds measured with listeners in an acoustically controlled laboratory setting (Hjortkjær and McAdams 2016). Mean categorization accuracy across tasks was 96.3% (action categorization task: 98.1%, material categorization task: 94.5%). Subjects occasionally confused some category combinations, in particular metal and glass sounds, consistent with previous behavioral results (Hjortkjær and McAdams 2016; Giordano and McAdams 2006), but we found no statistically significant differences between the 3 material categories ($F_{3,14} = 0.42$, $P > 0.7$), between action categories ($F_{2,14} = 0.36$, $P > 0.7$), or between the 2 tasks ($F_{1,14} = 4.08$, $P > 0.06$). Mean response times were also not significantly different between the material categories ($F_{3,14} = 0.93$, $P > 0.41$), between action categories ($F_{2,14} = 0.26$, $P > 0.77$), or between the 2 tasks ($F_{1,14} = 0.29$, $P > 0.6$).

**Univariate BOLD Responses to Sound Source Categories**

Univariate whole-brain analysis of stimulus effects yielded no systematic differences between categories and no significant effect of the behavioral tasks in terms of the regional BOLD activity. We also did not find any interaction between the presented sound categories and the tasks in the voxel-wise analyses of the data.

**Multivoxel Pattern Decoding of Sound Source Categories**

In contrast to the voxel-wise analysis, searchlight multivoxel pattern classification identified category-sensitive regions in superior temporal and frontal cortices. Figure 3 shows cortical areas in which BOLD activity patterns discriminated the individual sound categories within a given category dimension. In particular, auditory cortical regions, including HG and the PT region in both hemispheres, discriminated both material and action categories consistently across different category combinations. Some combinations of material categories were also discriminated in anterior superior temporal and inferior frontal cortices although less consistently than in auditory cortex.

To investigate the impact of the behavioral tasks on cortical category processing, we compared multivoxel classification performance during the 2 tasks. Specifically, we assessed differences in the accuracy with which the same sound categories could be decoded based on the response patterns evoked by the same sound stimuli during the task-relevant and the task-irrelevant sessions (Fig. 4). For both the material and action task, we found that decoding success depended on the behavioral context introduced by the task. Response patterns in auditory cortex, with a peak contrast effect in PT bilaterally, discriminated action categories with higher accuracy in sessions where participants categorized the actions, relative to sessions in which subjects categorized the materials of the same sound stimuli. Examining each of the category combinations individually (Fig. 4B), we found that voxels in the PT region discriminated action categories above chance level only when subjects performed the action categorization task, and not during the material categorization task. A similar task dependency was not found for the material categories in auditory cortex. For the material categories, response patterns in the middle and inferior frontal cortex discriminated material categories with higher accuracy when participants categorized the material. A smaller region in the opercular part of the IFG also discriminated action categories with higher accuracy when the action information was task-relevant.

**Task-Modulation of Acoustic Features in Auditory Cortex**

Whole-brain searchlight analysis identified task-modulated auditory cortical regions but with low spatial accuracy, including voxels in both lower and higher-order auditory cortex. To
investigate potential task-dependent representations of acoustic information, we performed additional multivoxel analyses based on voxels restricted to anatomically defined ROIs. Using RSA (Fig. 5A), we characterized the sound stimuli in terms of their pairwise similarity in spectral content or temporal modulations, previously shown to be behaviorally relevant to material and action categorization, respectively (Hjortkjaer and McAdams 2016). We compared these acoustic similarity representations with the similarity of neural response patterns evoked by each sound during the 2 tasks in a particular ROI. The right panel in Figure 5B shows the rank correlation between neural and acoustic similarity matrices, measured with Kendall’s τ, for the 2 tasks. In HG, containing the primary auditory fields, we found that the similarity of neural response patterns correlated significantly with spectral similarity, which is expected given the tonotopic organization of PAC (Romani et al. 1975). Moreover, spectral similarity in HG was significantly modulated by the categorization task \( F_{1,14} = 5.11, P < 0.04 \). Compared with the action task, the correlation with the spectral similarity between the sound stimuli was enhanced during the material task. In the PT region, the similarity of response patterns correlated significantly with the similarity of both acoustic features, producing a significant interaction between tasks and acoustic features \( F_{1,14} = 4.6, P < 0.05 \). In the PT, the material task enhanced the correlation for the spectral feature, while the action task enhanced the correlation for the temporal modulations in the sound stimuli. Acoustic features were not correlated with the similarity of response patterns in IFG.

For comparison, we also related ROI response patterns to category-level RDMs describing which material or action category each sound stimulus belongs to (Fig. 5B, left panel). Across auditory cortex, sounds produced by the same action elicited similar response patterns, with an enhanced correlation for the task-relevant categories in the PT region as also suggested by our searchlight analysis \( \text{task} \times \text{category interaction in PT: } F_{1,14} = 18.11, P < 0.001 \). The same sound source materials elicited similar activity patterns in the IFG during the material task, but they were negatively correlated during the action task \( \text{task} \times \text{category interaction in IFG: } F_{1,14} = 51.55, P < 0.001 \), again supporting the results of the searchlight classification.

Decoding Success Predicts Behavioral Performance

To examine whether multivoxel classification accuracy predicted behavioral performance, we correlated decoding accuracies in each ROI with behavioral measures of category discriminability, as measured by \( d' \). During the task-relevant sessions, we found that behavioral discriminability correlated positively with decoding accuracy in HG \( r = 0.16, P < 0.03 \) and PT \( r = 0.29, P < 0.001 \) but not in IFG \( r = -0.08, P > 0.23 \). In effect, category combinations that were better discriminated behaviorally elicited more discriminable response patterns in auditory cortex. Interestingly, we also found that decoding accuracies for the task-irrelevant categories were negatively correlated with behavioral performance in auditory cortex \( r = -0.34, P < 0.001; \text{PT: } r = -0.44, P < 0.001 \). As a result, the difference in decoding accuracy between the task-relevant and task-irrelevant categories strongly predicted behavioral discriminability in auditory cortex \( \text{HG: } r = 0.36, P < 0.001; \text{PT: } r = 0.45, P < 0.001 \) but not in IFG \( r = 0.11, P > 0.11 \).

Discussion

Our results suggest that the human cortex extracts detailed category information from natural sound sources in a task-dependent manner. Analyzing local BOLD response patterns, we identified regions in the temporal auditory cortex and frontal cortex that discriminated information about sound source materials and sound-producing actions. The degree to which cortical response patterns in these regions could be used to discriminate sound source categories was found to depend on task relevance of the category information, as well as on perceptual discriminability of the different category combinations.

Category-Selective Cortical Representations

Consistent discrimination of within-category information for both the action and the material dimension was observed across auditory cortex (Fig. 3). Detailed sound source information was only decodable with pattern analysis of locally distributed cortical activity, and not by differences in single-voxel responses. For instance, we did not find single voxels responding with different BOLD amplitudes to sound sources made of wood, glass or metal or to sounds produced by striking, rattling or dropping. Previous imaging studies of real-world environmental sounds have reported regional cortical activations that differentiate coarse object categories, such as living versus non-living sound sources (Lewis et al. 2004, 2005, 2011; Engel et al. 2009; De Lucia et al. 2009; Doehrmann et al. 2008; Leaver and Rauschecker 2010; Giordano et al. 2012). Cortical representations of detailed within-category information have so far
mainly been demonstrated for speech sounds (Formisano et al. 2008; Kilian-Hütten et al. 2011; Bonte et al. 2014). Speech is indeed a primary exponent of robust category perception in humans, but the ability of the primate brain to extract detailed category information from sound sources presumably generalizes beyond speech processing. Our results showing robust decoding of detailed sound source information concur with behavioral evidence showing that listeners are able to infer material and action information from impacted sound sources (Warren and Verbrugge 1984; Giordano and McAdams 2006; McAdams et al. 2010; Hjortkjær and McAdams 2016). We therefore suggest that this type of sound source information may be viewed as analogous to visual object categories and constitutes an important stimulus feature for probing category processing in auditory cortex.

Task-Dependency of Category Information

Multivariate pattern classification allowed us to characterize differences in the cortical representation of within-category information during the different behavioral tasks. In contrast to the task-dependent differences in pattern decoding, the univariate subtraction between regional BOLD levels during the action-task and material-task sessions did not reveal any significant task-specific differences. This suggests that the more accurate decoding of task-relevant category information cannot be explained by a simple gain in neural activity due to differences in attention or task difficulty (Hillyard et al. 1998, Petkov et al. 2004). An influence of category-level tasks on distributed category representations has previously been demonstrated for speech sounds in superior temporal cortex (Kilian-Hütten et al. 2011; Bonte et al. 2014). Task-effects have been reported in STG/STC regions that represent speech sounds categorically, possibly by integrating acoustic content over time and frequency to form broader spectrotemporal response properties (Mesgarani et al. 2014). Similar to our findings, task-dependent pattern decoding of speaker versus vowel information (Bonte et al. 2014) or of the perceptual interpretation of syllables (Kilian-Hütten et al. 2011) with identical acoustic input has also been reported in HG. The present results suggest that task-dependent category processing in both early and higher-order auditory cortex generalizes beyond speech categories.

Role of Spectral and Temporal Features

Behavioral psychophysics of the sound stimuli used in this study previously uncovered the acoustical features that listeners use to identify action and material categories when these category dimensions co-vary (Hjortkjær and McAdams 2016). The behavioral evidence suggested that listeners rely mainly on long-term spectral information to identify materials across the acoustic variation introduced by the different actions. Action recognition across the materials, on the other hand, relied on the temporal pattern of amplitude variations created by the different actions and actions could be recognized even without spectral information (Warren and Verbrugge 1984; Hjortkjær and McAdams 2016). Using representational similarity analysis, our current results suggested that the representation of temporal and spectral information in early and higher-order auditory cortex was modulated in favor of task-relevant category information. Compared with the action task, material identification enhanced the correlation between the spectral similarity of the stimuli and the similarity of the multivoxel responses in both HG and PT. In PT, but not in HG, temporal modulations relevant to action recognition was enhanced by the action task. Previous studies have also reported sensitivity to spectral content in HG and anterior parts of the auditory cortex (Warren et al. 2005; Zatorre and Belin 2001) and encoding of spectrotemporal modulations with higher temporal detail in more posterior AC regions (Santoro et al. 2014; Giordano et al. 2012; Kušmierek and Rauschecker 2014), but our results further suggest that category-level tasks may modulate the processing of spectral and temporal information to optimize the representation of relevant object categories.

Role of Behavioral Category Discriminability

Apart from the task dependency of category representations, decoding accuracy of the individual category combinations also predicted participant’s discrimination accuracy. For the task-relevant categories, the discrimination performance correlated positively with decoding accuracy in HG and PT. Interestingly, we also found that behavioral performance was negatively correlated with decoding accuracy for the task-irrelevant categories in auditory cortex. We note that this opposite direction of correlation was found despite the fact that we used a classification scheme that ensured independent decoding of task-relevant and task-irrelevant category information. A previous study on speech sounds (Bonte et al. 2014) similarly reported a positive correlation between behavioral discrimination performance and speaker decoding accuracy in voice-selective
regions within the left superior temporal cortex but not in HG.
In our study, we found that category decoding accuracy correlated with behavioral performance in the PT but also at the level of the HG.

The relationship between perceptual discriminability and category decoding may also explain why a task-modulation in auditory cortex was only observed for the action categories (Fig. 4). For materials, previous psychoacoustic studies have indicated that confusions between glass and metal sounds occur because of the spectral overlap between these broadband sounds (Giordano and McAdams 2006; McAdams et al. 2010; Hjortkjaer and McAdams 2016). Material categorization may thus have presented a perceptually more demanding discrimination task in spite of high response accuracy. The resulting lower difference in metal-glass classification accuracies between the task-relevant and task-irrelevant responses may thus explain the lack of a consistent task-effect for materials across category combinations in auditory cortex.

Auditory Categorization in Auditory and Prefrontal Cortex

Task effects on decodable category information was observed in both auditory and prefrontal cortex. Category-related activity patterns in prefrontal cortex could suggest processing related to decision-making involved in the task. A network comprising the auditory cortex and the prefrontal cortex is consistently reported in studies on context-dependent sound category processing (Russ et al. 2008; Fritz et al. 2010; David et al. 2012; Bonte et al. 2014). Consistent with the present results, the prefrontal cortex has been shown to encode the category membership of an auditory stimulus depending on its behavioral meaning rather than on category-specific acoustic features (Cohen et al. 2006; Gifford et al. 2005; Romanski et al. 2005; Russ et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2009). The prefrontal cortex has been also shown to trigger receptive field changes in auditory cortex via direct prefrontal-AC pathways (Winkowski et al. 2013, 2017). According to the notion of “behavioral gating,” the prefrontal cortex modulates feature representations in AC to achieve invariance along a particular task-relevant category dimension of the auditory stimulus (Fritz et al. 2010; David et al. 2012; Atiani et al. 2014). This hypothesis is compatible with our results showing task-modulated category information unrelated to acoustic information in the prefrontal cortex as well as modulation of target-specific acoustic features in the AC. Greater task effects in AC for the action categories could be related to a higher degree of discriminability of the action information, as discussed above. This is also consistent with single-unit results showing that online changes in spectrotemporal tuning properties in AC scale with behavioral performance or
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Figure 4. Task effects on neural category representations. (A) Contrast maps showing cortical regions that encode sound source category information differently during relevant versus irrelevant tasks. Response patterns in auditory cortex, including the planum temporale (PT) region, discriminated the sound-producing action of the sound stimuli with higher accuracy during the action categorization task. In the IFG, category information about the material of the sound source was better discriminated during the relevant material task. No regions showed an enhanced encoding of task-irrelevant category information. The maps show logarithmically transformed $P$-values ($-\log_{10}(P)$) for significant differences in decoding accuracy between the tasks determined with permutation tests ($P < 0.05$, FWE corrected). (B) Decoding accuracies for each category combination in the right PT for the action categories (center voxel at $x = 66$, $y = -34$, $z = 19$ mm) and in the left IFG for the materials ($x = -45$, $y = 20$, $z = 2$ mm). Error bars denote ±S.E.M. Horizontal lines represent the statistical chance level ($P < 0.001$, uncorrected).
Figure 5. Representational similarity analysis (RSA) in anatomically defined regions-of-interest. (A) RSA analysis comparing representational dissimilarity matrices (RDMs) derived from spectral and temporal acoustic features of the presented sound stimuli, ROI multivoxel response patterns during the 2 tasks, and the object categories of the sound stimuli. (B) The RDM correlation between response patterns in auditory cortex and acoustic features (right) and category structure (left) is modulated by the behavioral tasks. The RDM correlation between multivoxel activity patterns in Heschl’s gyrus and spectral content of the sound stimuli is enhanced during material identification known to rely on spectral information. Representation of temporal modulations is enhanced in favor of the relevant action categorization task in the planum temporale region. Red stippled lines indicate the partial correlation of the acoustic features when removing the effect of the object categories, and the partial correlation of the object categories with the effect of the acoustic features removed. The colored ROIs indicate the spatial extent of the analyzed regions on the MNI template brain. Error bars denote ±S.E.M. *P < 0.05.
task difficulty (Atiani et al. 2009). Less discriminable material categories, on the other hand, may engage abstract category representations in the prefrontal cortex that are not directly related to acoustic features.

The prefrontal cortex may also be more closely related to category processing that enables a specific motor output. The presence or absence of an overt motor response during auditory categorization has been found to induce different types of change in receptive fields of single neurons in A1. David et al. (2012) showed that an avoidance task increased receptive field tuning at the frequency of the target sound, whereas an approach task decreased the response. The prefrontal cortex may trigger such adaptive responses by signaling the behavioral value of the stimulus to downstream motor areas to initiate or inhibit motor responses (Fritz et al. 2010; David et al. 2012). In the present paradigm, subjects were asked to indicate their response via a button press and it is possible that the nature of the adaptive changes in AC feature encoding is contingent on the presence of a motor response. However, although the motor association may lead to either enhanced or suppressed spectrotemporal tuning, both types of change amplify discriminability between the sound classes to be categorized in the auditory task (David et al. 2012). Decoding methods are blind to such changes in the feature representation since they measure the resulting changes in category discriminability at the population level. Task-dependent differences in decoding accuracy observed in the current study could thus be caused by different types of change in the feature encoding interacting with the motor output. However, our current paradigm does not allow us to disentangle the influence of the motor response and potential auditory-motor associations in the prefrontal-auditory cortical network remain to be explored.

Conclusions

Our results point to a network comprising the auditory and prefrontal cortices that support dynamic categorization of everyday sounds during auditory behavior. Studying listeners engaged in categorization of natural nonspeech sounds, we show that information about sound source materials and sound-producing actions is represented with a bias depending on their task relevance. Our analyses suggested that behavior modulates response patterns at the level of the auditory cortex to enhance spectrotemporal features that discriminate between task-relevant categories. Response patterns in the frontal cortex, on the other hand, discriminated task-relevant categories abstracted from the acoustic properties of the sound stimulus.
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